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welcome to our 
atlanta pop up shop for 
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the femme collection features 
4 collaborations from 
8 artists who created 

36 collaborative works
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elle
hiboo 

nicole kang
emily tung
britt bass

ali coad
mimms cross

daniel s parker
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original collaborative 
works 

prices for all works are listed on the 
wall next to the originals.

I 
am the 

original 
and i cost 

$50

limited edition prints of 
the originals

& 
that means we’re selling

prints are located in folders 
attached to the wall.

hear that? 
it’s a shop.
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i am the 
print and i 

cost $30
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all under $100 
most under $50
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simply tap vv on the 
shoulder & ask her to 
facilitate your 
purchase through her 
nifty square reader

square 
reader vv

THEN WE’LL PACKAGE IT UP FOR YOU, THROW IN 
SOME EXTRAS, & THEN, YOU’LL BE A BONAFIDE 

YELLE COLLECTOR !

to 
purchase 
a work
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A NOTE FROM THE CURATOR
My name is VV. I lied, that's my pseudonym. Also, I stole it. Ever since I was little, 
I felt the responsibility to document. Curiosity bred with bad memory resulted in a 
very strong habit of writing things down, organizing, filming, recording. 
Although YELLE’s raison d'etre is to provide a platform for artists to collaborate, it is 
also a record of the amorphous & unconventional 'art world' we've created from our 
audience and contributors. Of course we adore the occasional gallery or museum 
visit, but somehow that art belongs to others.  Our art lives on bedroom walls and 
living room floors. It's created in cafes and left in subways. It's borrowed, given 
away, exchanged. We eschew the idea that the term 'artist' is exclusive. All of us are 
creators & collectors.

FEMME, French for 'woman.' Despite the fact that two girls er women er girl-
women created YELLE, we certainly did not intend for our first issue to represent 
mostly women contributors. However, I think this lack of intention speaks even 
louder to how many creative, kind, and wise women we're lucky to know. The work 
in this issue centers loosely around the idea of identity -- identification of home, of 
self, of gender. 
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bass
 x  

coad
CLICK TO DOWNLOAD THE TEXT OF ALI’S POEMS

Almost three years in the making, this collaboration began as a labor of love 
in the very early days of YELLE. Ali Coad, a poet, wrote a poem and Britt 
Bass, a painter, quite simply responded with visual art. The conversation 
lived as a loose-leaf book, full of drawings and handwritten poetry.

about the collab

shop blog story contactyelle                                 
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HIBOO X ELLE

check out elle’s cameo in dega films

follow ELLE in the streets  @elle_deadsex

hiboo’s fascination with lips (& gold grills!)

elle’s obsession with eyes

shop blog story contactyelle

HIBOO X ELLE
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mimms
x

dsp

about the collab

shop blog story contact

Linked only by a shared connection to the infantile stages of YELLE, the two 

combine forces to produce an excerpt of DSP’s poem “Cntrl Alt Delete.” Here, 

Mimms interprets DSP’s quite quirky poem in equally whimsical hand-drawn 

typography.

yelle                                 
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more poetry from 
daniel scott parker

did you know? 
mimms is a 
graphic de-
signer at 
regas studios

bone orchard poetry
realpoetiq
spork press

click to read

watch this video of dsp performing ‘red herring’`

coconut poetry
NAP NAP NAP

HIBOO X ELLE
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mimms x dsp

                                

      

      

      

      

      

see more of 
her work here
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kang
x

tung

about the collab

shop blog story contact

Nicole Kang’s work carries a weight of identity that is not often seen by artists 

in our generation. Having never met Nicole, Emily confessed she wrote inter-

view questions she subconsciously wanted to answer herself. Nicole’s reaction 

was profound, but it begged the question: what were Emily’s answers? 
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SUBSCRIBE
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK

SEND US A NOTE
SHOP ONLINE
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YELLE AT US ON 
INSTAGRAM @YELLE_ART

#YELLEATL
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COLLECTION NO 2
COMING IN SEPTEMBER
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